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In the present paper we derive a number of key formulas involving fractional 
derivatives for the H-function of several variables, which was introduced and 
studied in a series of papers by H. M. Srivastava and R. Panda [cf., e.g., J. Reine 
Angew. Math. 2831284 (1976), 265-274; J. Reine Angew. Math. 288 (1976), 129-145; 
Comment. Malh. Univ. St. Paul. 24 (1975), fast. 2, 119-137; ibid. 25 (1976), fast. 2, 
167-197; Nederl. Akad. Wetensch. Proc. Ser. A 81= Indag. Math. 40 (1978), 
118-131 and 132-144; Nederl. Akad. Wetensch. Proc. Ser. A 82 = Indag. Math. 41 
(1979), 353-362; see also Bull. Inst. Math. Acad. Sinica 9 (1981). 261-2771. 
We make use of the generalized Leibniz rule for fractional derivatives in order to 
obtain one of the aforementioned results, which involves a product of two mul- 
tivariable H-functions. Each of these results is shown to apply to yield interesting 
new results for certain multivariable hypergeometric functions and, in addition, 
several known results due, for example, to J. L. Lavoie, T. J. Osler and R. Tremblay 
[SIAM Reo. 18 (1976), 240-2681, H. L. Manocha and B. L. Sharma [J. Austral. 
Math. Sot. 6 (1966), 470-476; J. Indian Math. Sot. (N.S.) 38 (1974), 371-3821 and 
R. K. Raina and C. L. Koul [JGnncibha 7 (1977), 97-1051. 61 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 
Following Oldham and Spanier (cf. [7, p. 491) we define the 
(Riemann-Liouville) fractional derivative of a function f(x) of complex 
* For a preliminary report on this paper see Amer. Math. Sot. Abstracts 4 (1983), p. 496, 
Abstract #83T-33-439. 
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order p (or, alternatively, a -@h order fractional integral of f) by (see 
also [l, p. 1811): 
WpL) < 0, 
(1.1) 
0 6 Re(p) < m, 
where m is a positive integer. 
For simplicity, the special case of the fractional derivative operator .D", 
when ~1= 0 will be written D",. Thus we have 
Dfis,D':. r (1.2) 
The object of the present paper is to derive several fractional derivative 
formulas involving the multivariable H-function which was defined by 
Srivastava and Panda (see [ 11, p. 271, Equation (4.1) et seq.]) and studied 
systematically by them (see [ 12-151; see also [9]). For this multivariable 
H-function, we shall employ the contracted notations (due essentially to 
Srivastava and Panda [ 111) which are used in a recent monograph 
by Srivastava, Gupta and Goyal [ 10, p. 251, Equation (Cl )]. Thus, 
following the various conventions and notations explained fairly fully in 
these earlier works ([ll-151; see also [9, lo]), let 
H(Iz, ,...> z,, _ fp,n:ml.“l;...Tn,.n, p.q: P, .YIi.. iPr#r 
ZI 
[- 
(a,; Lx; ,..., aj”)l.p: (Cl> Yj),.p,; -.; k/“, r,“‘)I,p, 
1 
(1.3) 
Z, (h,; p; ,..., /y,,.y : (dJ, q,,,,; -; by? q"),.,, 
denote the H-function of Y complex variables -?, ,..., z,. Here, for con- 
venience, (ai; LX’ .. . . LX(~)) 
I’ J 
l,pabbreviates the p-member array 
(u1 ; 4 ,..., cq’) )...) (up; Ix; )...) cy), 
while (c)l’, y!“) I ,,p, abbreviates the array of pi pairs of parameters 
(cjf), r\f’) (c(4 y(i’) 
,...3 p, 2 p, > i = l,..., r, 
and so on. Suppose, as usual, that the parameters 
r 
uj, j= l,..., p; Cl([)’ j= l,..., pi; 
hi, 
(1.4) 
j = l,..., q; d)‘), j= l,..., qi; ViE {l,..., Y} 
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are complex numbers, and the associated coefficients 
i 
q, j=l,..., p; $‘, j=l,..., p,; 
fiji), j=l,..., q; S$ j= l)...) qj; ViE {l)...) r} 
(1.5) 
are positive real numbers such that 
and 
where the integers n, p, q, mi, n,, pi and qi are constrained by the 
inequalities 0 6 n < p, q > 0, 1 Q mj < qi, and 0 < ni < pI, Vie ( l,..., r }, and 
the equality in (1.6) holds true for suitably restricted values of the complex 
variables z1 ,..., z,. 
Then it is known that the multiple Mellin-Barnes contour integral 
(cf., e.g., [ 10, p. 251, Equation (C. 1 )] ) representing the multivariable 
H-function (1.3) converges absolutely, under the conditions (1.7), when 
IargbJl < +A vie Cl,..., r}, (1.8) 
the points zi = 0 (i = l,..., r) and various exceptional parameter values being 
tacitly excluded. Furthermore, we have (cf. [12, p. 131, Equation (1.9)]): 
H[z, )...) z,] = 
i 
w,lr’- W), max( Izl/,..., Iz,/ > -+ 0, 
wlz,lq’... lZrlV’), n=O, min{lz,I ,..., Iz,j} -+ co, 
(1.9) 
where, with i = l,..., r, 
I ri = min{ Re(d”))/Gj’)}, j= l,..., mi, I]~ = max{ Re(cj” - 1)/y)‘)}, j= l)...) n,, (1.10) 
provided that each of the inequalities in (1.6), (1.7) and (1.8) holds true. 
We remark in passing that, throughout the present work, we shall 
assume that the convergence (and existence) conditions corresponding 
appropriately to the ones detailed above are satisfied by each of the various 
H-functions involved. 
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2. THE FRACTIONAL DERIVATIVE FORMULAS 
We shall prove the following fractional derivative formulas involving the 
multivariable H-function (1.3): 
D<{x”(x + #?I[ z1 xyx + [)“‘,..., Z,XP’(X + ry’3 } 
ZIr”‘Xp’ (-IL; (Tl,..., Or), (-K-m; PI,..., P,), (aj; cri>..., xj”)l,p 
[: 
: 
z,&xPr (m-&o I,..., a,), (p-“-m;p, ,..., p,), @,;/3/ ,...’ P;“,!.y: 
(cl, 7j)l.p,;...; (cJr’, $%.p, 
provided (in addition to the usual convergence and existence conditions) 
that min{p,, a,} >O, i= l,..., r, jarg(x/r)l <n, and 
Re(K-)+ C piti> -1, 
i= 1 
where 5, ,..., 5, are given by (1.10); 
Dt{x”(x + (yH[z,x”‘(x + 5)” )...) zpP(x + i’y] Ez*[Iw, XL’ ,..., yx”q} 
z ] y’xp’ 
L : 
l-i; cl ,..., or), (--m;p,,..., p,), 
z,(“‘P (m-2; ol ,..., or), (I-m; pI ,..., p,L 
(a, ; x; ,..., q,,.p: (c;? 7; I,p, 1 ; . . . . (L-j”, y!“) / I.P, 
(h,; a; )..., py,,,,: (d;, s;,,,,,; . . . . by, q9,,, 
[ 
WIXA ( - ti; A, ,...) &), 
x ff0.N + 1 :M,,N,:...;M,,N, : 
P + 1.8 + 1: PI,QI ;...:PeQy 
w,v,2~ (p------;A I,..., n,), 
(g,; G; ,..., G;“)),,P: (u;, U;),,p,;...; (u;“‘, U;J)),,p, 
(A,; H; )...) I-y),,f (u/r, vy),,,,;...; (up’, vjs’),,Q, 1 ) (2.2) 
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where H* [ W, xl’,..., w$~] is the s-variable H-function (occurring on the 
right-hand side) without the additional parameters 
c---K; &r...,U and (p - K - I; 1, ,...) A,), 
and (in addition to the usual convergence and existence conditions) we 
assume that min(p,, oi, A,} >O, i= l,..., r; k= l,..., S, larg(x/<)j < rc, 
Re(rc)+ i Akik> -1, i,=min{Re(ulk’)ll/jk’}, j = l,..., M,, 
k=l 
and 
i Pit;> -1, 
r=l 
where 5, ,..., 5, are given by (1.10); 
0: D.;‘{xKyK’(x + <)“(y + y)“’ 
x H[z, x”Q+(x + <)“‘( y + Yj)“‘)...) z,x”p(x + 4yq y + V)“‘] } 
z,lppx~~yi~ 
[ ! 
(-A;a ,,..., CT,), (-A’;v I,..., v,), (-r-fI;Pl,..., p,), 
zr~~rv~rxoryj~r (I- ii g , ,..., a,), (m-J*‘; VI >“., v,), (1( - x - 1; PI >..., P,), 
(--K’-WI; A I,..‘, &), (a,; a; )...) cijr)),,p: (cl, y/y,,,,; . . . . (cj’), y;r)),.p, 
’ (p’ - K’ -mm; I> I,..., A,), (hi; /I/ ,...) jy),,y: (Lq, d&,; . . . . (dj’), iy),,y, 1 
(2.3) 
provided (in addition to the usual convergence and existence conditions) 
that min{p,, ITS, ii, v,} >O, i= l,..., r, 
and 
Re(rc)+ i piti> -1, Re(rc’)+ i ,I,c,> -1, 
i=l i= 1 
where 5 ,,..., 5, are given, as before, by (1.10). 
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Proof of (2.1). For a simple (direct) proof of the fractional derivative 
formula (2.1), we first replace the multivariable H-function occurring on 
the left-hand side by its Mellin-Barnes contour integral, collect the powers 
of x and (x + t ), and apply the binomial expansion 
Making use of the familiar formula (cf. [7, p. 671) 
~~{x;.)=ri:‘~(~::‘l)x;.--~, Re(Jb) > -1, 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
if we interpret the resulting Mellin-Barnes contour integral as an H- 
function of r variables, we shall then arrive at (2.1); the (sufficient) con- 
ditions of its validity, already stated with (2.1), follow by appealing to the 
principle of analytic continuation. 
Alternatively, (2.1) can be proved by using the definition ( 1.1) (with 
a=O) and a known result (see [l, p. 186, Equation (9)]). We skip the 
details involved. 
Proof of (2.2). In order to prove the formula (2.2), we apply the 
generalized Leibniz rule for fractional derivatives: 
D~{f(x)g(x)) = f (;j Dt-mif(x)~ D3g(x)}y (2.6) 
ITI=0 
and a special case of our result (2.1) when A = 0 and CT~ J 0, V i E { l,..., r }. 
Proof of (2.3). Formula (2.3) follows readily if we apply the fractional 
derivative formula (2.1) twice, first with respect o y and then with respect 
to x; here x and y are independent variables. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
Each of the fractional derivative formulas (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) possesses 
manifold generality. First of all, by specializing the various parameters and 
variables involved, these formulas (and indeed their several variations 
obtained by letting any desired number of the exponents 
PlY3 r> P 01 ,..‘, cr, v, ,..., vr, 4 ,..., 4(or 4) 
decrease to zero in such a manner that both sides of the resulting equations 
exist) can be suitably applied to derive the corresponding results involving 
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a remarkably wide variety of useful functions (or products of several such 
functions), which are expressible in terms of the E, F, G and H functions of 
one, two or more variables. For example, if n = p = q = 0, the multivariable 
H-function occurring on the left-hand side of each of our formulas (2.1) 
(2.2) and (2.3) would immediately reduce to the product of r (or s) different 
H-functions of Fox. Thus the table listing various special cases of the H- 
function (given, for example, by Mathai and Saxena [6, pp. 145--l 591) can 
be used in order to derive fractional derivative formulas involving any of 
these simpler special functions desired. 
By letting 0~10, V’ie (l,..., r}, the fractional derivative formula (2.1) 
readily yields 
z,x~" 
i: 
(-K-m; p, ,..., p,), (a,; a;,..., aj”),.,, : 
zriPr (p - Ic- m; p, ,... , p,), (JJ,; D:,..., @))I,~: 
(cl, Y/7,.p, b-i (c:“, Yjr%,p, 1 7 (dj, s/y,,,, ;-; (q’r)),,y, 
(3.1) 
while (2.2) similarly reduces to 
DI\f{xK(x +~)"H[z,x"',..., z,xPr] H*[w,x"l,..., wyxi.'] } 
z,xPI 
L: (-m; p, ,..., p,), (a,; al,..., a/‘,),., : z,.& (l-m; p ,,..., p,), (b,; PI,..., Pir)),,y: 
(cl, y;)l,p,;...; k:“, $“)I., 1 
(3.2) 
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where the parameters of the s-variable H-functions occurring in (3.2) are 
precisely the same as those of the corresponding functions involved in (2.2). 
On the other hand, if we let 0, and vi decrease to zero (Vi E { l,..., Y }) in 
(2.3) we shall obtain the fractional derivative formula: 
D”, Df’(xKyK’(x + r)“( y + ~)i’H[zl~p’yA~,..., z,x”yir] > 
z1 x”lyh 
i i 
z,x”7y;., 
(-K-f;p, ,..., pr),(-K’-m;l, ,..., i,),(aj;al,...,aj”),,, : 
(p--K-f; p, )..., p,), ($-d-m; A I,... , 41, (6,; s/L., Pjrl),.y: 
tc;, Y;)l,p, b-i (+‘Y Y;r91,p, 
(d;, ~/),,y,;...; (d,“‘, 6)r%.y, 1. 
(3.3) 
The various (sufficient) conditions of validity of (3.1) (3.2) and (3.3) can 
easily be deduced from those of our main results (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3). 
For non-negative integer values of A, the series on the right-hand side of 
(3.1), as also the m-series in (3.2), would evidently terminate. In particular, 
if A= 0, we find from (3.1) that 
D;{xKH[z,xY’,..., z,xpr]} 
z,x”’ 
=x ‘(-P fp.n+ 1 :m,,n,;.. ;m,,n, : 
L I 
( -K; PI ,...1 P,)> 
pi I,y+l:p,,y,;...:P,.Y, 
Z,XP’ (P - K; PI ?...? Prh 
(a,; x!,..., a,“))l,p: Cc!, y~)I,p,;...; (cj’), Y~“)I,~, 
(h,; ,8; ,..., P;r)),,y: (d,‘, 6/),,,,;...; (dj’), 8jr%y, I7 
(3.4) 
which, upon further specializations, would yield several known results due 
to Raina and Koul [S], Manocha and Sharma [4, 51, and others. 
Each of the double series in (3.3) would terminate if A and 1’ are chosen 
to be non-negative integers. For instance, if A= A = 0, (3.3) reduces to the 
elegant form: 
Df: D~~‘(x”y”‘H[z, xpLyil ,..., z,x”J+] } 
=x 
“-/I K’-p’ Y HO,” + 2 :m,,nl;...;m,,n, p + 24 + 2:p,,4, ;-..;Pr.Yr I3 (3.5) 
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where the parameters of the multivariable H-function occurring on the 
right-hand side are those that are displayed in (3.3) with, of course, 
l=m=Q. 
The special case of (3.5) when r = 2 and A,, pz 10, leads to a known 
result [S, p. 101, Equation (12)]. 
In terms of Lauricella’s hypergeometric function J’;b” of r variables and 
its confluent form @g) (cf. [2, p. 42, Equation (2.1.1.3)]), the fractional 
derivative formula (3.1) can be specialized in view of the known reduction 
formula (see [ll, p. 272, Equation (4.7)] and [lo, pp. 253-254, Equation 
(CS)]) to obtain 
D;-” x%-l fi (l-ziX)-ri 
i= I 
r(n) pc- 
=pgx 
‘Fb”[A, a 1 ,..., a,; P; z~x,..., z,xl, (3.6) 
Re(A) > 0, max{ lzlx] ,..., 1~~x1 } < 1, 
and 
r- 1 
x1- ’ exp(z,x) n (1 - z~x)-~’ 
i=l 
=~xpp’@~)[A, a1 ,..., a,- ,; p; z,x ,..., 
r(P) 
ZJl7 (3.7) 
Re(A) > 0, max{ lzrxl,..., Iz,- ,x1 } < 1, 
which, for r = 2, were given earlier by Lavoie, Osler and Tremblay (see [3, 
p. 2601). 
Since 
@;)[A a1 ,..., cc-,; p; z1 ,..., z,] 
= lim {Ffj)[A,a ,,..., ctp,,w;p;z ,,..., z,~~,z,/o]}, (3.8) 
IWI * 30 
the representation (3.7) follows also as a confluent case of (3.6) when z, is 
replaced by z,/a, and Ia,1 -+ co. 
Finally, we derive the following consequence of (3.2): 
Fb’+ ‘)[A a, B1 ,..., B,; P; w, zI ,..., z,l 
=Jo (“m”> Q) 
f(p+m)r(l -m) 
X2F1C1,~;1-mm;w]F~)[I,P1 ,..., /?r;p+mm;z, ,..., z,], (3.9) 
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which holds true, by analytic continuation, when 
max{ 14, /=ll,..., Iz,I) < 1, 
provided that the series converges. 
In view of the limit relationship (3.8), it is not difficult to deduce a con- 
fluent form of (3.9) involving @gj and @g+ I). Formula (3.9) with Y = 1 was 
given by Raina and Koul [8, p. 103, Equation (14)], who also considered a 
number of variations of their aforementioned result. 
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